
Main photo: Another squadron that had its fair share of HK series Lancasters was 622 
based at Mildenhall.  This one, GI-Z HK615, was one of several on the squadron that 
had a .5 calibre machine gun fitted into the vacant lower turret area.  This aircraft also 
appears to be fitted with Monica Mk.V, (see page 56), note the double headed aerial 
(A) under the rear turret and two faintly visible vertical aerials (B) on the starboard wing.  
Again no observation blister is present on the port side of the cockpit.

Inset below: This rare photo actually shows the gun in position (arrowed). Although 
often captioned as having a different serial number in other publications, GI-B is 
undoubtedly HK651 of 622 Squadron.

Right: A closer view of the extended bomb bay rear fairing.  This aircraft, HK692 is a 138 
Squadron example seen here whilst ferrying former POWs back to the UK.  The chalked 
graffiti was quite common during this operation! 

Below: HK554 JN-F lost both ailerons during violent evasive action over Russelheim on 26 August 
1944. Being one of the earliest in the HK series, it was delivered in May 1944 with the early 
positioned pitot tube (A).  Once again, the JN codes have covered the HK part of the original 
serial number.

Right: The crew of HK545 of 115 Squadron climb aboard, note the ‘clover leaf’ gas detection 
patch (arrowed) just in front of the rear turret, a common sight on 3 Group Lancasters. Note the 
very early examples in the HK series appear to have had fuselage windows fitted but overpainted.
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Left: HK798 was one of the last of the HK series to be delivered, in 
February 1945, seen here with 115 Squadron’s ‘C’ Flight. Just visible is 
the tall astrodome (A) at the rear of the cockpit, a late war modification.

Below: Another late example HK795 of 149 Squadron’s ‘C’ Flight 
also carries the enlarged astrodome (arrowed).  It also has a ‘clover 
leaf’ gas detection patch just forward of the mid-upper turret and G-H 
Leader yellow stripes* on the fins, (*see page 21). From photographic 
evidence, it appears that most of the HK series had needle blade 
props and only a few received the later paddle bladed versions, 
probably because most HKs were delivered with Merlin 22s.

Both aircraft on this page were fitted with Merlin 24s.

A.V. Roe Chadderton

350 Lancaster Mk Is

Serial Range

JA672 - JB748

June 43 - Dec 43

We covered the early examples of this batch in the previous book so here are later JB serialled examples. 

Inset: JB375 joined the TFU at Defford in October 1943 to test equipment such as Monica Mk III (A) and Village Inn (B) and H2S (C).

Main photo: This is JB607 of 460 Squadron fitted with H2S (arrowed), although partially obscured by the censor.  The fitting of H2S and 
deletion of fuselage windows was applied mid-way through this batch of serials. Note the radiator vents (A) are in the fully open position to 
keep the engines cool during taxiing.
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LANCASTER Mk III JB743 CF-C 625 SQUADRON (JUNE 1944)

Modeller’s notes

Very late JB series aircraft, delivered to 460 Sqn December 1943
Transferred to 625 Sqn 13.6.44

No fuselage windows
Needle blade props
Z-Equipment rings in bomb aimer’s blister
Early pitot tube
H2S
Oval bomb aimer’s window with cupola
No port cockpit blister
Monica aerial
Gas detection patches on both nose and door
One landing light
Overpainted AR codes of 460 Squadron
Nose-Art is Captain A. R. P. Reilly-Foull saying ‘Stap Me’

Shot down 1 July 1944

Right:  ‘Captain’ stands next to an invasion striped USAAF A20 at 
Mount Farm.

Lancaster JB743 CF-C is an ex-460 Squadron aircraft now seen here at Mount Farm with 625 Squadron in June 1944. The 
large circular patch on the nose is a yellow gas detection device that was carried by many 1 Group aircraft, (see page 14). 
Interestingly, and unusually, it carries another patch on the rear entrance door (arrowed).  This aircraft was shot down shortly 
after this photo was taken, on 1st July 1944. Note the overpainted AR codes of 460 Squadron in the inset photo.12 13


